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ABSTRACT 
We consider the generalized eigenvslue problem z-I&r= ,a& in a complex Banach 
space E. Here, K and B are bounded linear operators, B is compact, and 1 is not in 
the spectrum of K. If {En: n=l, 2,...} is a sequence of closed subspaces of E and 
P, : E -+ E, is a linear projection which maps E onto En, then we consider the sequence 
of approximate eigenvalue problems {z,-P,Kz,=pPnBx, in E,: n= 1, 2,...}. 
Assuming that 11 K-P&II + 0 and II B-PnBJI -+O as n + 00, we prove the convergence 
of sequences of eigenvalues and eigenelemente of the approximate eigenvalue problem 
to eigenvalues and eigenelements of the original eigenvalue problem, and establish 
upper bounds for the errors. These error bounds are sharper than those given by 
Vainikko in Ref. 2 for the more general problem x=pTz in E, T linear and oomprtct, 
and the sequence of approximate problems {~,,=pT”z~ in En: n= 1, 2,. . .}, and do 
not involve the operatorSn=T,-P,TIE,. 
I. STATEMENT OF TEE PROBLEM 
Let E be a complex Banach space. We consider the following generalized 
eigenvalue problem in E, 
(1) x-Kx=pBx. 
Here, K and B are bounded linear operators in E, and B is a compact 
linear operator in E. We assume that 1 is not in the spectrum of K, 
* Work performed under the auspices of the U.S. Department of Energy. 
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so (I-X)-l exists and is bounded in E, 
(2) (I-K)-l<x. 
The equation (1) is equivalent with the eigenvalue problem 
(3) x=pTx with T=(I-K)-123 
in E. We call ,u an eigenvalue of Eq. (1) if ,u is an eigenvalue of Eq. (3), 
i.e., if there exists a nonzero element xo E E such that x~=,uT~~. Since 
T is compact, the set of eigenvalues of Eq. (1) is at most countable and 
has no finite accumulation points. 
Let ~0 be an eigenvalue of Eq. (1). We define a sequence of subspaces 
{Xb”’ : i=l, 2, . ..} of E, 
X6”’ = (x0 : x0 E E, (I -p,T)tn, = 0). 
Each subspace is finite-dimensional, only finitely many of them are 
different. Let I be such that Xhr-” #X!’ = X!+P’ for (p = 1, 2, . . . . We call 
~0 an eigenvalue of rank I of Eq. (l), Xf’ a generalized eigensubspace 
and the elements x0 E X8’ the generalized eigenelements of Eq. (1) asso- 
ciated with the eigenvalue ~0. We wish to determine the eigenvalues and 
generalized eigenelements of Eq. (1). 
Let (En: n= 1,2, . . . > be a sequence of closed subspaces of E, and let 
{Pm: n= 1, 2, . ..} b e a sequence of bounded linear projections such that 
P maps E onto E, for n=l, 2, . . . . We replace Eq. (1) by the sequence 
of approximate generalized eigenvalue problems 
(4) x,, - P,Kxn =pP,,Bx,, 
inE,,n=l, 2, . . . . assuming the sequence {Pa : n = 1, 2, . . . > to be such that 
(5) IIP@)KIj --f 0, IIP(“)BjI --f 0 as n --f 00. 
Here, P(n)=I- P,. Our aim is to prove the convergence of sequences of 
eigenvalues CUR : n = 1, 2, . . . > of Eq. (a), to show that their limits coincide 
with eigenvalues ~0 of Eq. (l), and to establish upper bounds for the 
difference 1,~~ -,uol, and to obtain similar results for the generalized 
eigenelements . 
NOTATION. We use the symbol C to denote a generic positive constant 
whose value need not be the same at different appearances. 
II. CONVERGENCE RESULTS 
LEMIU 1. For n sufficiently large, I - P,K is invertible in E, and 
(6) ll(I - P,K)-111 < x[l - xllP@)KII]-1. 
PROOF. Consider the equation (I - P,K)z, = yn in En. Since I - P,K = 
=I-K+P@)K, where I-K is invertible in E and IlP(n)Kll can be made 
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arbitrarily small by choosing n sufficiently large, it follows from pertur- 
bation theory that I- P,K is invertible in E with ]](I- P,K)-111 estimated 
as in (6)-cf. [l], Lemma VII.6.1. Since (I-P,K)x, E E, if and only if 
xn E En, it follows that I- P,K is invertible in E,,, with the same estimate 
(6) for II(I-PnK)-lII. •i 
It follows from Lemma 1 that Eq. (4) is equivalent with 
(7) x,, = ,uT,,x, with T, = (I - PnK)-lP,,BjE,,. 
Since, in general, Tn # P,T, we are dealing here with a perturbed Gale&in 
method, which has been analyzed for equations of the same type as Eq. (3) 
by Vainikko -cf. [2], Section 18. To apply Vain&ho’s results we must 
investigate the operators U, = T - P,T in E and S,, = T, - P,TIE,, in E,. 
LEMMA 2. Under the assumptions (5) we have []Unl] + 0 and ]]&I] + 0 
as n+m. 
PROOF. 
Since T is bounded in E, IIU,ll< IIP(@BII+ lITI IlP(@K(l --f 0 as n +- 00. 
Furthermore, for X~ E Em we have 
&x,, = (I - P,K)-lPJ3xm - P,(I - K)-1Bxn = 
= (I - P,&)-l[Pn(I- K) - (I - PnK)P,](I- K)-lBx, = 
= - (I - P,K)-1PnK U,. 
Since (I- P,K)-1 and P,K are bounded in En and E, respectively, 
Il&ll~lI(I-PnK)-lll llPnKll IlUnll --f 0 as 12 -+ 00. Cl 
We obtain the following convergence results from Vainikko- cf. [2], 
Theorems 18.1, 18.2 and 18.3. 
THEOREM 1. Assume that the condition (5) is satisfied. Then there 
exists for every eigenvalue ~0 of Eq. (1) a sequence bll : n= 1, 2, . . .} of 
eigenvalues of Eq. (4) such that p,, --t ~0 as n + 00. Conversely, every 
limit point of any sequence &,,: n= 1, 2, . ..) of eigenvalues of Eq. (4) 
is an eigenvalue of Eq. (1). 
THEOREM 2. Assume that the condition (5) is satisfied. Then every 
sequence {xn : n = 1, 2, . . . } of normalized eigenelements of Eq. (4) asso- 
ciated with a sequence of eigenvalues bn: n= 1,2, . . .} with run --t ,UO as 
n --f 00 contains a convergent subsequence ; the limit of any convergent 
subsequence {xnr : k = 1, 2, . . . ] is an eigenelement of Eq. (1) associated 
with the eigenvalue ~0. 
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THEOREM 3. Assume that the condition (5) is satisfied. Then all 
generalized eigenelements of Eq. (1) associated with an eigenvalue ,UO 
are limits of linear combinations of generalized eigenelements of Eq. (4) 
associated with eigenvalues that converge to ~0 as n --t 00 ; moreover, 
any limit of such a sequence is a generalized eigenelement of Eq. (1). 
Vainikko has obtained bounds for the difference ]pn-psl between 
eigenvalues of Eqs. (1) and (4) and bounds for the distance of a generalized 
eigenelement associated with the eigenvalue p,, of Eq. (4) to the generalized 
eigensubspace associated with the eigenvalue ~0 of Eq. (1) -cf. [2], 
Theorem 18.4. However, for the class of problems considered here these 
bounds can be sharpened, as we will show in the next section. 
III. ERROR BOUNDS 
Let ~0 and ,u,, be eigenvalues of Eq. (1) and Eq. (a), respectively, and 
let the rank of ,UO be E. As before, we use the notation Xt’ = (~0: ~0 E E, 
(I - p-gP)“xo = 0) and, similarly, X!? = {xn: x,, E I&, (I-&?,)*x, = 0) for 
i=l, 2, . . . . X#’ is the generalized eigensubspace for the eigenvalue ~0 of 
Eq. (1). We can represent E as a direct sum, E = Xs @ Xt’ with 
&= (I-&!‘)~E. Let &I be the linear projection operator which maps II 
onto X6” along XC, and let Q(r) =I- &a. Let {d : j= 1, . . ., T} be a basis 
of X#‘, such that for each i (;= 1, . . . . 1) the first rt = dim Xf’ elements 
form a basis of X!‘. There exists a sequence of functionals {f~ : j = 1, . . . , r) 
with /,E E* for j=l, . . . . r, such that, for each z E E, the element 
&a E X!’ is represented by 
Qzx= ,$ f,@)$ x E 1. 
We define 
f,(x)x!l i=l, . ..) I 
XEE, 
( &IX i=z+1, z+2, . . . 
and put Q(g) =I- Qr. Then Q{ projects E linearly onto X,“) for each i. 
We begin by establishing an identity and an inequality which are due 
to Vainikko- cf. [3], Eqs. (9’), (10). We include the proofs for the sake 
of completeness. 
LEMMA 3. tit 2’ E x’&’ m9 and let i be a positive integer, i> k. Then 
4 
(I- poT)tQW&f’ = a (pn - #uo)fTln(l --pu,T,)~-4$ 
(8) 
z: 0 f-t-k+1 3 
i-l 
-po 2 (I-&!y(T - Tn)(I-p&)~-%$‘. 
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PROOF. Since (~-&?‘)~Q~z?‘= 0 for i >k, we have 
(9) (I-p,,T)~QRi$ = (I-/A~T)“x~’ 
= (I-poT,)%$‘+ [(I-poT)f- (I-poTn)“]xk? 
The first term of the last expression can be rewritten, 
Since (I - p,T,)t-h&k' = 0 for i -j > k, the terms with j = 0, . . . , k-i vanish 
and the expression reduces to 
4 
(10) (I-poTn)Cd? = = 0 
" (,uun - ,uo)U'i(I-pnTn)%k? 
i-i-k+1 3 
Furthermore, 
(11) (I-poT)(--(I-poT,)t= ':(I-poT)f[(I-p,,T)- 
i-0 
--(I--poTn)lW--wTn)'+= 
= -pr,'i (I-poT)J(T-T,)(I-poT,#-‘. 
I-O 
The identity (8) follows from (9), (10) and (11). 0 
LEMMA 4. Let &’ E XLl”’ and let i be a positive integer, i > k. Then 
(12) \[(I--poT)~Q"'df'll> CllQ(')d?ll. 
PROOF. If i > 1, then Q(%kk’ E X0. Since I-,uoT is invertible in X0 the 
inequality (12) follows. 
If i <I, then we decompose Q%$’ according to the direct sum de- 
composition E = x0 @ X#', viz., QCOdk' = QW$' + QR(OX$~'. Then 
(13) IV- p~T)'Q(~)ti'll> 4( W--pd')"Q'z'dk'lI + ll(I -p~T)~&r&(")~~'lI) 
for some positive constant Cr. We observe that &l&(t) = &@)&I and that 
Qzx,“’ E X6”. 
Now, suppose that there exists a sequence (zm: m= 1, 2, . . .), xn, E Xt’, 
with IlQ(“)xmll= 1, such that (I-poT)'Q(')xm + 0 as m + co. Since Xg’ is 
finite-dimensional, there exists a convergent subsequence of {Q(‘Jzm : 
m=l, 2, . ..}. {&(0x,+: j=l, 2, . ..> say, and an element zs E X#’ such that 
Q(r)xy --f x0 as j --f 00. This element x0 is normalized, llxoll= 1, and is 
such that (I -poT)*xo = 0. Hence, xe E X$, so &ix0 =x0. However, also 
Q’“‘2x ml + &(*)x0 and Q(02xm, =Q(%+ + a, SO Q(Oxe=xs. But here we 
have arrived at a contradiction. Consequently, there exists a positive 
constant Cs such that ll(I -~oT)'Q(')zmll> C~llQ(‘)xmll for all xm E X6”. We 
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apply this inequality to x,,, =Q&,Ic), 
(14 IIV-poT)~Q’~‘Qzti’II >CzllQ’~‘Qzx~‘ll. 




Combining the estimates (13), (14) and (15) we find 
II&poWQ'"'d?ll >Q~(llQ"'Qz&'ll+ llQ'"'d?ll), 
whence the inequality (12) follows. 0 
Let Q(X, Xb”‘)= inf(l1z-z0\1: $0 EX$) for i=l, 2, . . . . We prove the 
following theorem. 
THEOREM 4. Assume that the condition (5) is satisfied. Let ~0 be an 
eigenvalue of Eq. (1) of rank E and let &: n= 1, 2, . ..} be a sequence 
of eigenvalues of Eq. (4) such that run + ~0 as n + 00. Then we have 
(16) I/h-~Ol <C(h+~n)l'z, 
and for each &’ E X?’ with I]~!?11 = 1 (k= 1, 2, . ..). 
(17) f+!?‘, 3’) Q C(&n + gn) 
(18) e(xf’, Xb”‘)<C(llun-~ol‘-k+l+&n+~n) for i=l, . . . . I, 
.where 
En = sup {IIP(%roll : xl) E XP, lj~ll= l} 
and 
?p& = sup (IlP(n)Kzolj : zil E x!‘, ~~~~~ = 1). 
PROOF. Let x$ EX P’ with llx!?ll= 1, and let i be some positive 
integer, i >k. From Lemmas 3 and 4 we obtain the estimate 
(19) llQ”‘~‘ll <CI( j 4ik+l (J l~n-poljll~(~-~nTn)‘-jk’ll s- 
i-l 
Since T, and I-,uu,Tn are bounded in En by constants which can be 
chosen independently of n- cf. Lemma 1 -and since pn + ,UO as n + 00, 
the fist sum can be estimated by its leading term, 
(20) 
I2 0 i-i-k+1 
f I~n-~oljll~(I-~nTn)‘-j~)ll <C2l~n-~l‘-‘+l. 
As for the second sum, we observe that (I-~oTn)‘-l-h!f’ E X? for 
j=O , . . . . i- 1. Since I-POT is bounded in E and since I-MT,, is bounded 
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in En by a constant which can be chosen independently of n, we have 
i-1 
(21) Ipol j$ lI(I-pow- Tn)(I -poTn)*-l-'dq < 
<OS sup {[~(%-2?n)~nll: G8 E X!?, llG&ll= 1). 
NOW, for any xn E En, 
(T - Tn)Xn = (I - K)-lBXn - (I - PnK)-lP,BXn 
=(I-K)-l[Bx,-(I-K)(I-P,K)-lP,Bxn] 
=(I-K)-1[P(n)13Xn+(I-(I-K)(I-PnK)-1)PJ3Xn] 
= (I - K)-l[P(n)BXn + Pcn)K(I - PnK)-lPnBX*] 
= (I - K)-l(P(“)BXn + Ptn)KT&n), 
so, in particular, for Xn E X!?, 
(T - Tn)$’ = (I - K)-l(P(n)B&) + $WKT,&‘) 
= (I - K)-l(pCn)BQCO$) + p(n)KQ(t)T&) 
+ P(n)BQ&? + P(n)KQtTn3$). 
We observe that Q&? E Xf’ and that Qr is bounded. Furthermore, 
(I-K)-1 is bounded in E, Tn is bounded in E, by a constant which can 
be chosen independently of n, so 
(22) SUP {Il(T- Tn)xnll : Xn E XF’, llxnll= 1) 
< C~[(llP(“)BII + IIP(n)KII) SUP (~~&(~)~n~~ : xn E X?, Il~n:nll= 1) 
+ sup (]]P(n)Bxo]] : x0 E Xsf’, llxo]] = 1) 
+ sup (IlP(n)Kxc,ll : X,I E Xb”, Ilxoll= l}]. 
Combining the inequalities (19) through (22) we obtain the estimate 
llQ"'d?ll <C5[1pn--polf--~+1 
+ (IIP(n)BII + IIP(n)KII) SUP {IlQ(')xnll: Xn E XC', lIZnIl= 1) 
+ sup {]]P(Wxo]] : x0 E XP, ]]xa]] = 1) 
+ sup (IIP(‘Wxoll: zo E Xt’, llxoll = l}], 
which holds for every z!? E X? with ]]&I]= 1. Replacing ]]Q(%$‘]] by 
sup {]]&“‘&‘I] : a?’ E X?‘, 11x!?]] = l}, combining similar terms on either 
side of the < sign and observing that ]jP(n)B]] + IlP(n)Kll+ 0 as n + 00, 
we see that 
SUP (IlQ(fhll : xn E XL?‘, Ilxn:nll= 1) < G( Ipn -~ol’-*+l 
+ sup (IlPw3xoll: x0 E xl?, llxoll = 1) 
+ sup {IIP(n)Kxoll : xo E Xl?, Ilxo:oll = 11). 
Now, since Xf’ C X2’ for i= 1, . . . . 1 and X$=X!’ for i=l+l,l+2, . . . . 
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the suprema on the right hand side of the < sign can be estimated by 
sup {IjP(%2J)ll: ZIJ E x:‘, Ilzl)l= l> = En 
and 
sup {(IP(n)&[[ : x0 E x?, Il~oll= 1) = qn 
for all i (i = 1, 2, . . .). Thus, 
(23) sup {Il&(%%ll: % E x(io, ll~nll= ~}<~7(1~1r--1Uolf-~+~+~~+~~~. 
From this inequality the estimate (18) follows, since Q(&?, Xb”) < Il&(%$‘ll. 
If we assume that the estimate (16) holds, then the inequality (17) 
followsalsofrom(23)ifwetakei=Z+k-1, since &(~J=&(~)fori=Z,Z+l, . . . . 
Hence, it remains to establish the estimate (16). 
To prove (16) we start again from the identity (8) and put i = 1, k = 1. 
Taking &’ E X!’ with Ild”ll= 1 we have 
(I-poT)~&(~)~’ = (pn -pfJ)“T;2$’ 
l-1 
-po 2: (I-poT)qT-T,)(I-IT,)--t$', 
I-O 
00 
(pm - /.&)kr$ = &(I - poT)*&(%#) 
+popi '2 (I-poT)qT-T~)(I-poTn)~-wd?. 
1-O 
We apply to both sides of this identity a functional fa E I$’ = {fo: fo E E*, 
[(I-p~T)~]*fo= 0) with llf~ll= 1. S ince f~(l-poT)~= [(I-p~T)~]*fo= 0, we 
have 
(pn -po)“fo(d?) =po&fo ;g (1 -poT)‘(T - Tt&)(&!.4oT,)‘-1-kd?, 
whence we obtain the inequality 
(24) I&a-Polvo(~% Q 
1-l 
<I/&l Ipunlqfo 2 (I-~oTy(~-~n)(~-~o~n)z-l-‘~)I. 
I-O 
Now, (1-&7’,#-r%j? E Xj? and I-POT,, is bounded in E,, by a constant 
which can be chosen independently of n, so if fo E I$’ is normalized such 
that llfoll= 1, then 
l-1 
(25:) Ifo jzo (1 -poT)V - %W-p~Tn)~-~-‘~~‘l 
cc8 aup {ll(T-T,,)zn:nll: a, E Xi?, ll%ll=l). 
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Thus, combining the estimates (22) (i=Z, k=i), (24) and (25) we find 
(26) Ipn-pol~lfo(d?)l6~9[~n+~n+(II~(~)~II+II~(~)~II) x 
x sup {1]&(%r,1] : xn E xf), I]&]] = l}], 
Now, suppose that there exists a subsequence {ziy : j = 1, 2, . . . > such that 
sup (1 jo(d$, : jo E N', lljoll = q -+ 0 as j -+ 00. According to Theorem 2, 
there exists a subsequence of this subsequence, which we will identify 
with the subsequence itself, which converges to an eigenelement $0 E Xi’), 
i.e., XL;’ -+ ~0 E Xb” as j + 00. Then, also, ja(&~) + je(xo) as j -+ 00, for 
every j0 E Fg’, so x0 is such that jo(zo) =0 for all jo E F!‘. Consider the 
equation (I -,uaT)“x= x0 in E. By the Fredholm theorem, this equation 
has a nontrivial solution x’. This solution is such that (I -&!‘)I+% = 
=(I-,usT)zo=O. But here we have arrived at a contradiction, since ,UO 
is an eigenvalue of rank 1. Hence, the assumption about the existence 
of a subsequence {z$: j= 1, 2, . ..} such that 
sup {jo(d$ : jo E F!', lljoll = 1) --t 0 
as j + 00 is wrong and, consequently, there exists an je E Ff’ such that 
1 j&$‘)] > Cl0 > 0 for n sufficiently large. 
We take such a functional je in Eqs. (25) and (26). Then, 
(27) l/h--pal <Cll[~n+r]n+(II~(~)~II+ llP(~)q) x 
x sup {]]&“‘X,]] : x, E xf), ]]zn]] = l}]. 
Estimating sup {]]&(QJ]: xn E Xi”, ]]x~]] = l} by means of Eq. (23), com- 
bining the terms on either side of the < sign which involve lpn-wl’ 
and observing that I]P(n)B]]+ I]P(n).K]I +- 0 as n + 00, we obtain the 
inequality (16). q 
In conclusion, we observe that if P(n)* exists then we could have 
transformed the right member of the inequality (24) by means of the 
identity 
jig - prJqq T - Tm)(l - y&&y-w$’ 
= jo(l-~oT)~P(~)(T-27,)(1-~oT,)~-1-~~1’ 
=mj* j&p- T,)(I-p&p-h&l), 
where ji = [(I-,uoT)~*~o E F8. Then we would have obtained, instead of 
the inequality (25), 
l-l 
Ijo ,& (I-~oT)'(~--T,)(I-~oTn)~-l-'~)l 
<Ci sup (IIP'"'*joll : jo E Ft', lljoll = 1> x 
X SUP {ll(T- Tn)Xnll : Xn E E, llxnll = 1). 
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Continuing the proof as before we would have obtained, instead of (16), 
(16’) Ipun-pal <Q’(&a+qd)l’r, 
where 2 = sup {jIP(“)*foll: fo E P#‘, llfoll= l}. 
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